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NOTE: The Team Decision-making Meeting is a practice currently practiced in the Office of Children’s Services Anchorage Regional Office and is beginning to be used in the Fairbanks Office of Children’s Services. It is not yet a standard practice in other parts of Alaska but plans are to institute this practice around the state in the near future.
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Introduction To TDMs

Team Decision-making (TDM) is an approach that involves the gathering of interested people and parties to join efforts to make good decisions for the best placement of children in the child welfare system. It is a core strategy of the Annie E. Casey Foundation’s Family-To-Family Initiative which is being implemented throughout the State of Alaska to improve the child welfare system. The Family-to-Family Initiative includes four core strategies for improving the child welfare system.

Building Community Partnerships

Recruiting, Training and Supporting Resource Families.

Self-Evaluation and Data Collection

Making Decisions as a Team

This self-study focuses on the implementation of the last of these strategies of Making Decisions as a Team, also called Team Decision-making. In this short self-study, we will discuss:

- What is Team Decision-making and why are we doing it?
- What is the Role of the TDM facilitator?
- What happens at a TDM?
- What is the role and responsibility of the foster parent?

What Is Team Decision-making?

The concept of Team Decision-making, or using a team of people to make a decision that was once just made by a social worker, is one of the four founding blocks of the Family-to-Family Initiative. The idea is simple -- gather as many people as possible that are involved or concerned with a family’s wellbeing, including the family itself, and work together to find the best solution and plan for the safety and wellbeing of a child.

The Team Decision-making Meeting, or a TDM, is a meeting held prior to each potential placement event affecting a child who may possibly be coming into the jurisdiction of the Office of Children’s Services. These potential placements may include: initial removal from a child’s birth family; change of foster care placement; and reunification. The goal in each case is to hold a TDM before the child is moved or the day after emergency removal before a court hearing in order to gather all those who are involved with a family together to work jointly on making
decisions. (Currently in Fairbanks, TDMs are used when children first come into care. In Anchorage, they are used at the time of any placement change.)

Why Are We Using TDMs And What Is The Advantage?

Team Decision-making is a different way to make the decision around placement of children in child welfare. In the past, an individual social worker and his/her supervisor would often make the decision in isolation, but TDMs pull together a team, including the family itself, to bring their wisdom and information to the table.

A TDM improves the quality of the decision by considering more information and more ideas from a variety of people connected to the family. It shares the responsibility, and the investment, in the decision and provides a specific, individualized intervention plan for a specific family. It also involves and gives a voice to families, caregivers and providers and the community in protecting children and strengthening families. Team Decision-making improves outcomes and ultimately reduces the time spent in resolving crises and placement breakdowns.

Team Decision-making involves not just foster parents and caseworkers, but also birth families and community members in all placement decisions to ensure a network of support for the child and the adults who care for them.

If we truly believe that strong families lead to good outcomes for children, and that connecting families to their communities, then TDMs can begin that shift to looking at how communities and extended families can be used to help provide a support to parents and children.

The benefits of TDMs have already begun to be felt since OCS starting using TDMs in Anchorage in 2005. Some foster care placements have been prevented when the group was able to identify and put into place the supports for a struggling family. TDMs have helped to identify relative and kinship care placements and help with the recruitment of foster homes who know the child. Some social workers have even talked about the unexpected advantage of the TDM’s ability to help “slow the process” down and allow careful consideration and shared responsibility for the decision of whether to take children into placement.

What Happens At A Team Decision-making Meeting?

The goal of TDMs is to make the best decision possible with the maximum amount of information by bring a circle of people connected to the family to the table. Families are invited to be an active part of the decision-making. The plan is not pre-decided and forced upon them.
TDMs may be held in the community, close to where the family lives or is comfortable. They may also be held at the local Office of Children’s Services or even at the local Court Building for TDMS that take place after emergency removals of children. When you are contacted to participate in a TDM, make sure to find out where the TDM is going to be held.

A TDM usually lasts 1 to 2 hours. The meeting is led by a trained facilitator who keeps notes and facilitates the discussion. This facilitator is not a social worker assigned to the case and is trained specifically for the role of leading a TDM toward a consensus.

Ground rules are outlined and agreed upon that allow each person to have a voice, to establish safety for each person in the room, and to establish that all information shared in the TDM be confidential. Ground rules establish that only one person speaks at a time and side bar conversations are not allowed.

**Who Might Be Present At This Meeting?**

There is no limit of who may be at a TDM. Participants may include birth parents, current caregivers such as foster parents or relatives, the child if appropriate, relatives and supports for the family, community partners, services providers, tribal representatives, Guardian Ad Litem, caseworker or supervisor, involved staff and the facilitator. It is preferable that the family be provided an opportunity to have as many of their identified supports as possible so that they are not overwhelmed, or “outnumbered” by the professionals in the room.

The meeting should give everyone a chance to talk, to speak and to be heard. The facilitator will often start by framing the goal and the purpose of the meeting and invite each party to share their perspective of the situation. The idea is to hear from everyone and share everyone’s information and insight.

Decisions are made by consensus. The facilitator will lead the group through the problem solving process to determine what would be in the best interest of the child. The decision is written up in a report by the facilitators and shared with all the parties involved.

One of the values of TDMs is to work upon a Strength Based Model. That means the group doesn’t just focus on “what went wrong,” but looks both honestly at the resources and strengths that a family brings. The group tries to build a plan for safety for a child based on the support system that the family may have in place. If the child is able to remain with the family or with a

---

**Team Decision-making Values**

- A group can often be more effective in making good decision than an individual
- Family are the experts on themselves
- When families are included in decision-making, they are capable of identifying their own needs and strengths
- Members of the family’s own community add value to the process by serving as natural allies to the family and as experts on the community’s resources.

Quoted From “Skills and Awareness Development s of TDM Facilitation”
relative instead of coming into foster care, as a concrete safety plan must be developed children. This plan must be specific, measurable and achievable.

Safety is still the primary goal of the TDM, but trying to reach this goal takes into account what family strengths may already be in place.

At a TDM where the plan is removal of a child from his birth family, discussion will also be held about scheduling an “Icebreaker.” An Icebreaker is a facilitated meeting between the birth parent and the foster family to share information about the child.

**What Is The Role Of The Facilitator?**

TDM facilitators play a critical role in the meetings they facilitate. It is often the facilitators more than any other participant who sets a tone of welcome, comfort, safety and openness for the meetings.

The TDM is led by a skilled, immediately accessible, internal facilitator who is not a case carrying social worker or line supervisor. The facilitator focuses the group’s energy on a common task to reach a decision about a placement issue that protects and provides safety for the child in the least restrictive/intrusive manner possible. The facilitator is trained to move the group through the problem solving decision-making process in the time allowed and strives to develop a consensus decision with participants.

The facilitator makes sure that everyone understands the guidelines and the goal of the meeting. He or she includes everyone in the process and explains the purpose and goal of the meeting for all to understand. This is especially important for birth family members who may be confused or not understand some of the complicated processes of the child protection system. The facilitator also solicits everyone’s agreement regarding the right to privacy information.

**How Might Foster Parents Be Involved In A TDM?**

A team decision-making meeting can be held at a variety of points of a family’s involvement with OCS. A TDM is a meeting held prior to each potential placement event which may include:

- First consideration of a child coming into a possible foster care placement
- Possible movement from one foster care placement to another
- Reunification—movement from a foster care placement to reunification with birth family.

During meetings, it is important that foster parent identify what they need to successfully care for a child. It is important that foster parents be an active participant and to treat birth families and social workers with respect.

When foster parents are included as part of the TDM, the foster parents can share their views about the child’s needs with the team. If a child is making the transition into the foster family’s home, foster parents can learn from other about the child’s needs, particularly their attachment to the birth family. Foster parents also become even more important if the placement change
involved a child returning home, or going into a long term placement with a relative or possible adoptive home. Foster parents can participate in the plan to support the parents’ efforts to achieve reunification and be more active in helping the child to make a safe transition home.

In TDMs where the decision is to remove a child from a birth parent and place in a specified foster home, an Icebreaker meeting may be scheduled between the birth parent and the foster parent. An Icebreaker meeting provides a voluntary opportunity for birth parents and foster parents to talk about the needs of the child. This meeting involves just the foster parent and the birth parent and is facilitated by the social worker.

If the TDM is called because of a potential change in placement from one foster home to another, it is helpful for the foster parent to approach the meeting in a positive way, looking at how this meeting can help the child. Foster parents can talk about their views of what the child needs, but can also identify what they might need in order to prevent the removal of a child from their home. Focusing on strengths and resources can help support foster families as well as birth families and the TDM may be used as a tool to help prevent a change of placement for a child if possible.

To Learn More About Team Decision-making:


- Go to the Annie E. Casey Foundation website at www.aecf.org.

- To learn more about Icebreakers, check out the self-study course “Understanding the Icebreaker Meeting” available through the Alaska Center for Resource Families’ Lending Library.
ALASKA CENTER FOR RESOURCE FAMILIES
SELF-STUDY QUESTIONNAIRE FOR FOSTER PARENTS

SUBJECT: FOSTER CARE
COURSE: UNDERSTANDING TEAM DECISION-MAKING
Written by Aileen McInnis, Alaska Center for Resource Families, 2006

1.0 HOUR TRAINING CREDIT

Please read the above entitled self-study. Then complete the questionnaire found on the following pages. Try answering the questions first from your understanding of the material before referring back to the course. These questions pertain specifically to the course which you have read.

After you have answered all the questions, please send your completed questionnaire to the Alaska Center for Resource Families, 815 Second Avenue, Suite 202, Fairbanks, Alaska 99701. We will score your answers and credit 1.0 training hour to your training record. A score of 70% correct or better will entitle you to receive training hours credit. In the event your score is less than 70% correct, we will contact you to determine if you wish to review the material and retake the questionnaire.

If you have questions or concerns about this self-study course, please call us on our toll-free line at 1-800-478-7307. Fairbanks/North Pole call: 479-7307; Anchorage: 279-1799.

The following section is an evaluation of the self-study materials. Please fill it out upon completion of the questionnaire, and return this page to us with the rest of the course materials. Thank you for your time and comments. It helps us provide appropriate training to meet the needs of foster parents.

************************EVALUATION OF SELF-STUDY MATERIALS************************

Please complete the following questions.

1. Did this self-study course meet with your expectations? _____YES _____NO

2. How would you rate the written presentation of information on the topic?

   _____Excellent  _____Good  _____Fair  _____Poor

3. Did this course add to your knowledge and/or skills? _____YES _____NO

4. Comments/Concerns:
Understanding Team Decision-making  1.0 Hour

NAME: __________________________________________ PHONE NO.: ____________________

ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________________
Street or Post Office  City/State  Zip

EMAIL: ________________________________________________________________

☐ YES! I would like to receive ACRF email. (Includes Training Tracks Newsletter, training reminders and community events or training of interest for resource families)

Are you a foster parent?  ☐ YES  ☐ NO  If YES, what is your Foster Home License #: ________________
If NO, please check one:  ☐ Pending Foster Parent  ☐ OCS  ☐ Birth Parent  ☐ Adoptive Parent
☐ Residential Treatment Facility (License #: ___________)  ☐ Agency: _____________________________
☐ Other (please specify): ____________________________________________________________________

CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING
Check or fill in the appropriate answer to the following questions. Try filling out the questionnaire first from what you remember from the self-study course. Then review the reading if necessary.

1. Ideally, the Team Decision-making Meeting is held at what stage of a child’s placement into foster care?
   _____ a. Before placement
   _____ b. Immediately after
   _____ c. 7 to 10 days after placement
   _____ d. As ordered by court

2. The Team Decision-making Meeting is part of a nationwide initiative called “Family to Family” supported and promoted by:
   _____ a. The Rasmussen Foundation
   _____ b. The Annie E. Casey Foundation
   _____ c. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
   _____ d. The Exxon Foundation for Foster Care

3. What are the three (3) placement changes mentioned in the self-study when a TDM may be used?
   a) __________________________________________________________________________
   b) __________________________________________________________________________
   c) __________________________________________________________________________
4. Foster care placement can sometimes be prevented when a TDM is able to identify and put into place the supports for a struggling family.
   _____ a. TRUE
   _____ b. FALSE

5. The TDM facilitator is usually the assigned caseworker to the family.
   _____ a. TRUE
   _____ b. FALSE

6. No more than 8 people are allowed at a Team Decision-making Meeting.
   _____ a. TRUE
   _____ b. FALSE

7. Team Decision-making works upon a ______________________________________________
   Model. That means the group doesn’t just focus on “what went wrong,” but looks both honestly at the
   resources and strengths that a family brings. (FILL IN THE BLANK)

8. A TDM can be called if a child is potentially going to be moved from one foster home to another.
   _____ a. TRUE
   _____ b. FALSE

9. ______________________________________ is the primary goal of the TDM, but trying to reach this goal takes
   into account what family strengths may already be in place.
      _____ a. Reunification
      _____ b. Counseling
      _____ c. Safety
      _____ d. Appropriate foster care

10. Decisions in the TDMs are made by ______________________________________________.
      _____ a. The facilitator
      _____ b. The social worker
      _____ c. Majority vote
      _____ d. Consensus

FOR SCORING AND CREDIT OF 1.0 TRAINING HOUR, MAIL THIS QUESTIONNAIRE TO:

Alaska Center for Resource Families
815 Second AVE STE 202
Fairbanks, AK  99701

OR FAX TO: 1-907-479-9666
Please read the above entitled self-study. Then complete the questionnaire found on the following pages. Try answering the questions first from your understanding of the material before referring back to the course. These questions pertain specifically to the course which you have read.

After you have answered all the questions, please send your completed questionnaire to the Alaska Center for Resource Families, 815 Second Avenue, Suite 202, Fairbanks, Alaska 99701. We will score your answers and credit 1.0 training hour to your training record. A score of 70% correct or better will entitle you to receive training hours credit. In the event your score is less than 70% correct, we will contact you to determine if you wish to review the material and retake the questionnaire.

If you have questions or concerns about this self-study course, please call us on our toll-free line at 1-800-478-7307. Fairbanks/North Pole call: 479-7307; Anchorage: 279-1799.

The following section is an evaluation of the self-study materials. Please fill it out upon completion of the questionnaire, and return this page to us with the rest of the course materials. Thank you for your time and comments. It helps us provide appropriate training to meet the needs of foster parents.

***************EVALUATION OF SELF-STUDY MATERIALS***************

Please complete the following questions.

1. Did this self-study course meet with your expectations? _____YES _____NO

2. How would you rate the written presentation of information on the topic?

   _____Excellent   _____Good   _____Fair   _____Poor

3. Did this course add to your knowledge and/or skills? _____YES _____NO

4. Comments/Concerns:
Understanding Team Decision-making  

**CHECK YOUR UNDERSTANDING**  
*Check or fill in the appropriate answer to the following questions. Try filling out the questionnaire first from what you remember from the self-study course. Then review the reading if necessary.*

1. Ideally, the Team Decision-making Meeting is held at what stage of a child’s placement into foster care?
   
   ___ a. Before placement  
   ___ b. Immediately after  
   ___ c. 7 to 10 days after placement  
   ___ d. As ordered by court  

2. The Team Decision-making Meeting is part of a nationwide initiative called “Family to Family” supported and promoted by:

   ___ a. The Rasmussen Foundation  
   ___ b. The Annie E. Casey Foundation  
   ___ c. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services  
   ___ d. The Exxon Foundation for Foster Care  

3. What are the three (3) placement changes mentioned in the self-study when a TDM may be used?

   a)  
   b)  
   c)  

---

**Geography:**

The questionnaire was created by the Alaska Center for Resource Families for the State of Alaska DHSS, OCS. (2006)  
Please properly credit when reproducing for educational purposes.
4. Foster care placement can sometimes be prevented when a TDM is able to identify and put into place the supports for a struggling family.
   _____ a. TRUE
   _____ b. FALSE

5. The TDM facilitator is usually the assigned caseworker to the family.
   _____ a. TRUE
   _____ b. FALSE

6. No more than 8 people are allowed at a Team Decision-making Meeting.
   _____ a. TRUE
   _____ b. FALSE

7. Team Decision-making works upon a ________________________________ Model. That means the group doesn’t just focus on “what went wrong,” but looks both honestly at the resources and strengths that a family brings. (FILL IN THE BLANK)

8. A TDM can be called if a child is potentially going to be moved from one foster home to another.
   _____ a. TRUE
   _____ b. FALSE

9. ________________________________ is the primary goal of the TDM, but trying to reach this goal takes into account what family strengths may already be in place.
   _____ a. Reunification
   _____ b. Counseling
   _____ c. Safety
   _____ d. Appropriate foster care

10. Decisions in the TDMs are made by ________________________________.
    _____ a. The facilitator
    _____ b. The social worker
    _____ c. Majority vote
    _____ d. Consensus

FOR SCORING AND CREDIT OF 1.0 TRAINING HOUR, MAIL THIS QUESTIONNAIRE TO:

Alaska Center for Resource Families
815 Second AVE STE 202
Fairbanks, AK  99701

OR FAX TO: 1-907-479-9666